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 The Precor Experience Series TRM 833 IFI Treadmill features 25 pro-

grams to suit all levels of fitness and ability 

 The belt has several large print markings to easily identify when it is 

moving 

 The reflective strips distinguish the moving belt from the anti-slip 

side trim 

 Slow start speed of just 1km/h 

 Colour contrasted handles 

Experience Series Treadmill – TRM 833 IFI 

Key Features 

Console text is sentence case for 

ease of reading 

Raised iconography on Quick 

Start and main controls 

Raised identifiers on keypad, 

Enter, OK and Stop/Reset 

buttons 

Large centrally located stop 

button and kill cord switch 

Main controls provide tactile 

response and audible sound 

telling the member that the 

machine has received their input 



 The Precor Experience Series TRM 833 IFI Treadmill features 25 pro-

grams to suit all levels of fitness and ability 

 The belt has several large print markings to easily identify when it is 

moving 

 The reflective strips distinguish the moving belt from the anti-slip 

side trim 

 Slow start speed of just 1km/h 

 Colour contrasted handles 

Experience Series Treadmill – TRM 835 IFI 

Key Features 

Console text is sentence case for 

ease of reading 

Raised iconography on Quick 

Start and main controls 

Raised identifiers on keypad, 

Enter, OK and Stop/Reset 

buttons 

Large centrally located stop 

button and kill cord switch 

Main controls provide tactile 

response and audible sound 

telling the member that the 

machine has received their input 



 Step-through design 

 Ventilated, suspension-moulded air flex seat back 

 Dual-sided pedals with integrated straps 

 Simple single-handed seat adjustment 

 12 programmes 

 Designed for easy mounting by the rider 

 Step-through design (14 in / 36 cm wide) with low step-

over height (4 in / 10 cm) 

Experience Series Recumbent Cycle – RBK 

Key Features 

Console text is sentence case  for 

ease of reading 

Raised iconography on main 

controls 

Raised identifiers on keypad, 

Enter, OK and Stop/Reset 

buttons 

Custom designed, high 

ventilation seat back 

 Features a suspension system 

that allows the seat back to 

move with the user for comfort 

you can really feel 



 ·Comfortable and durable over-moulded handlebars 

 Fewer seams for cleanliness  

 Dual-sided pedals with integrated straps 

 Simple single-handed seat adjustment 

 12 Programmes 

 Dual contact heart rate 

 Three comfortable, ergonomic riding positions: upright, cruising and 

road 

Experience Series Upright Cycle – UBK 835 IFI 

Superior contour and comfort 

Improved saddle design 

One hand adjust when on or off 

Identifiable numerical positions 

Universal mount 

Key Features 

Console text is sentence case for 

ease of reading 

Raised iconography on Quick 

Start and main controls 

Raised identifiers on keypad, 

Enter, OK and Stop/Reset buttons 



 Colour contrasting upholstery 

 Spring loaded seat adjustment lever to aid those with limited 

limb movement  

 Ankle pad range of motion adjustment lever  

 Colour contrasting weight stack pin 

 Tactile raised numbering on weight stack and adjustment settings 

 Colour contrasting lowered seat handles for ease of access 

 Easy to read sentence case operating instructions  

Vitality Line Strength IFI Leg Curl C007ES: IFI 

Spring loaded seat adjustment 

lever to aid those with limited 

limb movement  

Key Features 

Ankle pad range of motion 

adjustment lever 

Colour contrasting weight stack 

pin and tactile raised numbering 

Easy to read sentence case 

operating instructions 



 Colour contrasting upholstery 

 Spring loaded seat adjustment lever to aid those with limited 

limb movement  

 Ankle pad range of motion adjustment lever  

 Colour contrasting weight stack pin 

 Tactile raised numbering on weight stack and adjustment settings 

 Colour contrasting lowered seat handles for ease of access 

 Easy to read sentence case operating instructions  

 

Vitality Line Strength IFI Leg Extension C005ES: IFI 

Spring loaded seat adjustment 

lever to aid those with limited 

limb movement  

Key Features 

Ankle pad range of motion 

adjustment lever 

Colour contrasting weight stack 

pin and tactile raised numbering 

Easy to read sentence case 

operating instructions 



 The Precor Icarian Leg Curl is durable and easy to use. It’s designed to be 

intuitive to use and ensure optimum posture whilst exercising. 

 Colour contrasting upholstery 

 Sentence case operating instructions 

 Colour contrasted raised numbering on range of movement adjuster  

 Spring assisted ankle pad adjustment mechanism to aid those with limited 

limb movement 

 Colour contrasted weight selection pin and raised yellow numbering 

 Colour contrasted seat adjustment lever and numbering 

Icarian Leg Curl—619i: IFI 

Colour contrasted seat adjust-

ment lever and numbering 

Key Features 

Spring assisted ankle pad 

adjustment mechanism to aid 

those with limited limb 

movement 

Colour contrasted weight 

selection pin and raised yellow 

numbering  

Colour contrasted raised numbering 

on range of movement adjuster 



 The Precor Icarian Leg Extension is durable and easy to use. Each and 

every  adjustment has been designed to be intuitive and within easy 

reach, whilst the  seat is engineered to be both comfortable and to 

help ensure proper form 

 Colour contrasting upholstery 

 Lowered seat handles for ease of access 

 Sentence case operating instructions 

 Colour contrasted raised numbering on range of movement adjuster  

 Spring assisted ankle pad adjustment mechanism to aid those with 

limited limb movement 

 Colour contrasted weight selection pin and raised yellow numbering 

 Colour contrasted seat adjustment lever and numbering 

Icarian Leg Extension—605i: IFI 

Colour contrasting upholstery 

and lowered seat handles for 

ease of access  

Key Features 

Spring assisted ankle pad 

adjustment mechanism to aid 

those with limited limb 

movement 

Colour contrasted weight 

selection pin and raised yellow 

numbering  

Colour contrasted raised numbering 

on range of movement adjuster 



 The Precor Icarian FTS Glide is smooth, durable and fluid to use. It 

can help beginners and experts alike perform hundreds of 

strength training exercises 

 Sentence case operating instructions with clear diagrams 

 Colour contrasted user support handles on frame 

 Colour contrasted weight selection pin and raised yellow numbering 

 Colour contrasted stirrup handles 

 Colour contrasted pulley position adjuster and raised yellow num-

bering 

 Signage stating that pulley should be returned to a position at a 

suitable height for wheelchair users 

 Simple pulley mechanism requiring only one hand to operate  

Icarian FTS Glide—CWFTS: IFI 

Sentence case operating instruc-

tions with clear diagrams 

Key Features 

Colour contrasted stirrup handles 

and pulley position adjuster  

Signage stating that pulley should 

be returned to a position at a 

suitable height for wheelchair 

users 

Colour contrasted user 

support handles on frame 


